5 Struggles in Keeping
a Hospice Profitable
Maximize Your Hospice Collections

Any issues that arise when filing your hospice claims
can stall the process and affect your profitability. Here
are five issues that your organization may face that
will keep you from maximizing your profit.
1. An Overloaded Administrative Staff

4. High Percentages of Rejected Claims

A stressed staff can, and will, negatively

While Medicare claims processing is

affect work efficiency. In most hospice

the focus of most training, many billers

agencies a biller is tasked with many other

still struggle with the complexity of

responsibilities, and while billing may be

difficult Medicare claims. In addition,

the primary role, other duties get in the

there are few resources for other payer
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types, particularly Medicaid managed
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2. Missed Deadlines for Notice of Elections
A staff that is not well versed in the

compensation claims. Many of these
claims often go unpaid.

timelines of the Notice of Election (NOE)
filing process and sequential billing rules

5. Less Than a 90% Collection Rate

will likely result in missed deadlines and

Because Medicare is the primary payer

inadvertent errors on submissions. This

in most agencies, billers focus on getting

leads to higher rejection rates and lower

those claims paid first. Combined with

profitability.

a lack of mastery of the Medicare billing
rules, this focus creates a challenge

3. An Excess of Unfiled Claims

that takes up the majority of a biller’s

Because of Medicare’s sequential billing

time. When prioritizing claims follow up,

rules, many agencies have multiple

Medicaid, Commercial, and VA claims

claims that cannot be submitted because

almost always fall to the bottom of the

of errors on previous claims. While this

list. With more non-Medicare patient

delays payment and diminishes cashflow,
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it can potentially create a scenario of non

when these claims are not collected.
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same agency.
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HOW CAN WE
HELP YOU?
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Advanced Hospice Management
Keeps Your Hospice Profitable
Advanced Hospice Management has built a superior team of highlytrained and driven professionals with decades of experience in the
hospice billing industry. Our goal is to help businesses seamlessly &
reliably operate their billing solutions.

To collect the revenue your agency earns, we have developed a proven
process to ensure accuracy and efficiency, resulting in timely payments
and predictable cash flow.
We are a team of experts, here to help you get the most out of your
business through comprehensive and reliable solutions.
Whether it is Medicare, Medicaid, Managed Care, or commercial
insurance, we will leave no area unchecked. We help you get every
dollar to run your hospice successfully.
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At Advanced Hospice Management, we know the
best practices to ensure accepted claims. Let us
professionally and efficiently handle your filing
process.
Contact us to learn more.

CLAIM SUBMISSION & VERIFICATION
Have confidence in your claim submissions and
verifications, ensuring all Medicare, Medicaid,
and commercial claims are expertly handled.

PAYMENT POSTING & PROCESSING
We handle 835 & manual payment posting,
while seamlessly processing all Notice of
Elections (NOEs) & Notices of Termination/
Revocations (NOTRs).

BILLING COMPLIANCE & REPORTING
Ensure you are meeting federal and state
compliance requirements, as well as keeping
track of your quarterly credit balance.
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LET US KNOW HOW WE CAN HELP

SALES

ADDRESS

888-737-3585

7709 Maple St. Unit A
New Orleans, LA 70118

WEBSITE

EMAIL

www.hospicemgmt.com

info@hospicemgmt.com

